
LinkedIn….For Certified TaijiFit and TC4V Instructors 

LinkedIn is Not a Magic Wand 

……but it is a very good place for TaijiFit and TC4V instructors to start their professional practice.   
And that is what we are….professionals. I’m never going to put down any other type of fitness training 
programs, but as certified healthcare providers we have elevated ourselves into a separate category. 

We are on a different mission than other types of instructors, we have different goals, so we must 
have a different mindset, and this is a place to start. 

Isn’t Facebook Enough? They are the Same Thing 

I imagine this is what some might be thinking. At the risk of offending a bunch of people, I believe 
LinkedIn will be exponentially more beneficial to a TaijiFit instructor than Facebook will ever be. (That 
is putting it gently.)   

Is This Going to Be Hard? 

This is actually going to be simple. The best part is that we are going to reuse our LinkedIn 
professional profile for several other projects. (Including our TaijiFit profile.) And several future topics 
will tie into our LinkedIn presence. 

Get to the Good Part? 

Two major benefits will come from many TaijiFit instructors being active on LinkedIn. One is that we 
can all connect with each other and enhance the TaijiFit brand and the credibility of a certified TaijiFit 
instructor. We can have discussions, share information, form groups, and be recognized for our 
expertise.  

Secondly, it is vital that we connect ourselves to other communities, whether they be the veteran 
community, other healthcare providers, or just those investigating what a TaijiFit instructor has to 
offer. 

 

Keep in mind, everything is connected: professional goals, proper mindset, business blueprint, 
credibility, etc. 

LinkedIn (free version) is just one tool that will tie us all together and that can be very useful and very 
powerful. 

LinkedIn Assignment One  

(Please keep in mind that all assignments are suggestions, some may fit your goals, and some may 
not.  You may also find that at first you did not consider a topic particularly important to your goals but 
had a change of heart.  You can always return to a previous section.) 

 

 



Create Your LinkedIn Profile by Filling in the Blanks (Example below) 

NAME: 
______________________ 

PROFESSIONAL HEADLINE: 
______________, ______________, ______________ and _____________ 

“ABOUT” SECTION: 

• I’m a _________________ working to _____________.  
 

• My expertise includes ___________________________, ________________________, and 
_________________________.  
 

• I enjoy __(Industry Related)_______________________.  
 

• My colleagues would describe me as a _________, ____________ individual who 
__________ _______ when __________________. 
 

• Currently, I’m _______________________________.  
 

• Specific fields of interest include _______________________, ___________________, and 
_________________. 
 

 

Example 1: An example of a strong LinkedIn profile summary, according to the career experts 
at Harvard: 

NAME: 
Jessica Yan 

PROFESSIONAL HEADLINE: 
Research Scientist | Ph.D. Candidate | Data Analytics, Biotech, Pharma 

“ABOUT” SECTION: 
I’m a research scientist working to better understand how neural activity motivates and shapes 
human behavior. My expertise includes project design and management, data analysis and 
interpretation, and the development and implementation of research tools. I enjoy generating new 
ideas and devising feasible solutions to broadly relevant problems. My colleagues would describe me 
as a driven, resourceful individual who maintains a positive, proactive attitude when faced with 
adversity. Currently, I’m seeking opportunities that will allow me to develop and promote technologies 
that benefit human health. Specific fields of interest include data analytics, biotechnology, and 
pharmaceuticals. 

 

 



Example 2: 

Chris Hitchens 

 
Owner of THREE TREASURES Health and Wellness, Certified TaijiFit and Tai Chi for Veterans 
Instructor 

• I’m a certified TaijiFit instructor who emphasizes the scientific aspect of tai chi and meditation.  
 

• My expertise includes developing programs for groups or individuals to help them deal with 
both short-term and long-term stress. Benefits of tai chi encompass the emotional, physical, 
and spiritual aspects of a person’s life. 
 

• I enjoy collaborating with associates and continuing my own studies then applying what I have 
learned to enhance my programs.  
 

• My colleagues would describe me as a curious and open-minded, who will step into a 
leadership role when a situation calls for it. 
 

• Currently, I’m looking for opportunities to work with groups interested in strategies to deal with 
stress and trauma. This groups include, but are not limited to: 
 

o Veteran organizations 
o Police officers and other first responders 
o Front line medical personnel  
o Students from preschool through high school 
o Teachers 

 

• Specific fields of interest include the health benefits of stress reduction, studying the science 
behind meditation, and group program development including the use of online platforms. 

 


